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Put Together By Simply Dog Behaviour



Classical Conditioning: This is also known as
Pavlovian Conditioning or Associative learning
and this is one of the simplest ways in which dogs
can learn.

 By taking an unconditioned stimulus/action that
already brings about a response and changing the
stimulus to bring out the same response. 

This is where you take an unconditioned
stimulus/action that already brings about a
desired response which is unlearned or at this
point unconditioned.

Ivan Pavlov was the man who first discovered
this. He was a Russian physiologist who
conducted experiments with his dogs. 

He originally studied the salvation of dogs
because of its relation to digestion.



Upon this study he realised that because he would feed the dogs
after entering the room, eventually every time the dogs would
associate his entry with being fed, therefore the dogs would
salivate.

This is pairing a previously unconditioned action which is the
food making the dogs salivate with the pairing of the entering the
room.

Eventually the dogs would even start to salivate when he didn’t
have food; this started his experimental design to condition the
dogs through other means.

One of his main experiments involved ringing a bell every time he
gave his dogs food. 

The bowl of dog food would trigger salivation but what he
noticed after repeating this several times was that like previously
when they would salivate upon his entry to the room, the
eventually dogs salivated when they heard the bell.

Therefore, the sound of the bell then triggered a response in the
dogs. They learned that a bell meant food even when there was
no food. This is learning by association.



So if we use Pavlov's dogs experiment as
an example. 

The unconditioned stimulus would be the
food being given to the dog. The salivation
from the dog was the unconditioned
response.

A neutral Stimulus is added which has had
no previous effect on the dog. Which in
this case is the bell that was used. 

The bell was rang without any food
present (neutral stimulus) and there was
no reaction from the dog.

Then during the conditioning process, the
unconditioned stimulus (dogs food) is
served while ringing the bell (neutral
stimulus) combined with the dog
salivating (unconditioned response).

Then after so many repetitions the bell
(neutral stimulus) becomes a conditioned
stimulus as the dog anticipates food on
the hearing of the bell and salivates.

In principal it works on associations,
reflexes and emotional responses, how
these elements are made and how to
change them.

Within this PDF you will
 learn how about classical 
and operant conditioning.



Classical conditioning has four factors at work (further explained
below):

1. Unconditioned stimulus – This is the actual sight/smell of the
food/action itself.

2. Unconditioned response – This is the natural response your
dog will give in relation to the sight or smell of the food/action.

3. Conditional stimulus - This is the action to invoke a response
which previously had no association to the food/action.

4. Conditional response – This is the response your dog will give
because of the previous made association to the food/action even
when it is not present.

To get the conditioned response, a neutral stimulus was added
(Bell) and paired with the unconditioned stimulus (Food) and the
unconditioned response (Dog Salivating), then over time turns
the bell into a conditioned stimulus and the salivation of the dog
into a conditioned response.



This can be achieved in any area that you please as long as you
give the conditioning enough time to work. 

Conditioning will happen whether you like it or not. If an action
is repeated enough times then a pattern will form so it's good
tool to use to have control over that.It is not about changing the
dogs’ behaviour it’s about changing its feelings towards a certain
stimulus. 

It can have no meaning at first but when paired with treats it
becomes a powerful tool in training. Clicker training is a good
example of this. 

By using a clicker and treats you can change the dogs’ feeling
towards a behaviour e.g. if your dog doesn’t like his cage you can
click, treat, click treat to get your dog into his cage. 

The dog will associate his cage with a treat, a good thing.
Whereas before the dog will have associated the cage as being a
bad thing; where its being shut away from the world and
attention. 

If you do this several times in the same sequence the dog learns
becomes conditioned that the cage is nothing to be afraid of
because its associated with happy things.



This is also good for overcoming fears in your dog. 

You don’t need to know why your dog his fearful of
something you just need to figure out what he is afraid of
and condition them to like it. 

For example, if your dog is afraid of traffic try and figure
out if It’s all traffic or say just lorries. Once you figure this
out every time you are on your walk and a lorry goes by
and your dogs’ shows signs of fear give them a treat. 

Repeated your dog will learn to associate lorries with
pleasant things. This method is a great tool to help our
dog form new habits, overcome fears and become calmer
and more confident.



Operant Conditioning:Operant conditioning is somewhat similar
to classical conditioning.

 Yet the response, brought under by the stimulus, is more so
controlled by you the owner/trainer by way of a consequence
following the action. 

You are wanting to change the response. Meaning this is done on
purpose whereas classical conditioning will happen either way
you are just changing the initial stimulus to get the same
response. 

The consequence is the way to get association in this sense.

 Either a reward or punishment is the consequence for the dog's
behaviour. Therefore, the dog will be more likely to learn or stop
a certain behaviour.



If for example I have a child that doesn’t want to do homework
then operant conditioning could be used to either take away its
games console for not doing the homework or reward the child
with time on its console for doing the homework. 

The models are separate yes but every time you apply one you are
in a sense getting the other because you are actively noticing
what actions go to together all the time by the consequences
that's the actions create.

Let's break that down:

Operant Conditioning has mainly four factors at work (Positive
meaning something is added and negative taking something
away):



1. Positive Reinforcement – This is the addition of
something to increase the behaviour in question. 

When your dog does something good like sitting or a
puppy using a pad a treat may be given to enforce that the
behaviour is good because they associate the treat with
being good. 

This means that the dog is more likely to repeat this
action.



2. Negative Reinforcement – This is the subtraction of
something to increase the behaviour in question. 

When you want your dog to follow you when taking it out
for walks and not wonder off then stop in your place
whenever they start to lead themselves astray. 

Standing still when the dog starts to go adrift will make
the dog realise that the good thing being that walking will
stop if they do start to go adrift and too far away from
you. 

Eventually your dog will begin to associate this action and
that walking near you is the best bet.



3. Positive Punishment – This is the addition of
something to decrease the behaviour in question. 

When your dog jumps up onto you, be vocal and say "off"
in a firm but neutral tone so it learns that it is not good
behaviour and gets off.

Dogs understand our tone of voices in situations
especially when you are consistent with this. 

Likewise, if your puppy that is learning to have a soft
mouth and it bites you. Show it that you are in pain by
saying "ouch" in a neutral tone, so it learns not to do that
behaviour. 



4. Negative Punishment - This is the subtraction of
something to decrease the behaviour in question. 

When your dog jumps onto you divert your attention
elsewhere. Your attention is usually seen as a good thing
to the dog so the removal of this you are enforcing that
the behaviour is bad and that the action of jumping will
not get the dog any attention.

Dogs learn no matter what but the use of operate
conditioning allows us to influence what they learn and to
teach them the basics of how to interact in different
environments. 

However, these positive and negative factors are not
absolute in how they affect each dog. What could work for
one dog may not exactly work for another so some
methods should be used lightly.



Positive punishment and negative reinforcement may be
used in a limited sense as you have to be careful of how
you are enforcing it, pain and aggression can end up
affecting the dog more negatively than positively, so
please do not use force when training.

Only use force free training methods to help a dog learn.. 

.



One thing all owners need to learn is how dogs
communicate as they are always talking. 

Body language is an important factor in deciphering what
your dog does or doesn’t like, and also what it is trying to
communicate about how it is feeling or what it is after.

Learn more about this in one of my other articles
’Communication Through Body Language’. 

In essence you need to learn your own dogs' individual
reactions to each thing you do to work out if it’s the best
cause of action or not.


